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1 Introduction
Together with the Informix® TimeSeries Solution by IBM, the Edge Gateway
provides a powerful instrument for database-centric sensor data collection
allowing you even to set up a sensor data stream analytic framework.

1.1 About this manual
This manual describes the configuration and usage of the software
Informix® TimeSeries solution for time series analysis of sensor data on
NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE Edge Gateway devices from Hilscher.

1.1.1 List of revisions
Revision Date Version Change
1 2019-06-11 1.2 Created

Table 1: List of revisions

1.1.2 Hardware version
Device name Device type Part no. Revision
Edge Gateway “on premise” NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE 1321.300 1

Table 2: Hardware

1.1.3 Conventions in this manual
Notes, instructions and results of operating steps are marked as follows:

Notes

Important:
<important note you must follow to avoid malfunction>

Note:
<general note>

<note where to find further information>

Instructions
1. Operation purpose

2. Operation purpose
Ø Instruction

Results

 Intermediate result

 Final result
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1.2 Legal notes

Copyright

© Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH

All rights reserved.

The images, photographs and texts in the accompanying materials (in the
form of a user's manual, operator's manual, Statement of Work document
and all other document types, support texts, documentation, etc.) are
protected by German and international copyright and by international trade
and protective provisions. Without the prior written consent, you do not
have permission to duplicate them either in full or in part using technical or
mechanical methods (print, photocopy or any other method), to edit them
using electronic systems or to transfer them. You are not permitted to make
changes to copyright notices, markings, trademarks or ownership
declarations. Illustrations are provided without taking the patent situation
into account. Any company names and product designations provided in
this document may be brands or trademarks by the corresponding owner
and may be protected under trademark, brand or patent law. Any form of
further use shall require the express consent from the relevant owner of the
rights.

Important notes

Utmost care was/is given in the preparation of the documentation at hand
consisting of a user's manual, operating manual and any other document
type and accompanying texts. However, errors cannot be ruled out.
Therefore, we cannot assume any guarantee or legal responsibility for
erroneous information or liability of any kind. You are hereby made aware
that descriptions found in the user's manual, the accompanying texts and
the documentation neither represent a guarantee nor any indication on
proper use as stipulated in the agreement or a promised attribute. It cannot
be ruled out that the user's manual, the accompanying texts and the
documentation do not completely match the described attributes, standards
or any other data for the delivered product. A warranty or guarantee with
respect to the correctness or accuracy of the information is not assumed.

We reserve the right to modify our products and the specifications for such
as well as the corresponding documentation in the form of a user's manual,
operating manual and/or any other document types and accompanying
texts at any time and without notice without being required to notify of said
modification. Changes shall be taken into account in future manuals and do
not represent an obligation of any kind, in particular there shall be no right
to have delivered documents revised. The manual delivered with the
product shall apply.

Under no circumstances shall Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation
mbH be liable for direct, indirect, ancillary or subsequent damage, or for
any loss of income, which may arise after use of the information contained
herein.
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Liability disclaimer

The hardware and/or software was created and tested by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH with utmost care and is made
available as is. No warranty can be assumed for the performance or
flawlessness of the hardware and/or software under all application
conditions and scenarios and the work results achieved by the user when
using the hardware and/or software. Liability for any damage that may have
occurred as a result of using the hardware and/or software or the
corresponding documents shall be limited to an event involving willful intent
or a grossly negligent violation of a fundamental contractual obligation.
However, the right to assert damages due to a violation of a fundamental
contractual obligation shall be limited to contract-typical foreseeable
damage.

It is hereby expressly agreed upon in particular that any use or utilization of
the hardware and/or software in connection with
· Flight control systems in aviation and aerospace;
· Nuclear fusion processes in nuclear power plants;
· Medical devices used for life support and
· Vehicle control systems used in passenger transport

shall be excluded. Use of the hardware and/or software in any of the
following areas is strictly prohibited:
· For military purposes or in weaponry;
· For designing, engineering, maintaining or operating nuclear systems;
· In flight safety systems, aviation and flight telecommunications systems;
· In life-support systems;
· In systems in which any malfunction in the hardware and/or software

may result in physical injuries or fatalities.

You are hereby made aware that the hardware and/or software was not
created for use in hazardous environments, which require fail-safe control
mechanisms. Use of the hardware and/or software in this kind of
environment shall be at your own risk; any liability for damage or loss due
to impermissible use shall be excluded.

Warranty

Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH hereby guarantees that
the software shall run without errors in accordance with the requirements
listed in the specifications and that there were no defects on the date of
acceptance. The warranty period shall be 12 months commencing as of the
date of acceptance or purchase (with express declaration or implied, by
customer's conclusive behavior, e.g. putting into operation permanently).

The warranty obligation for equipment (hardware) we produce is 36
months, calculated as of the date of delivery ex works. The aforementioned
provisions shall not apply if longer warranty periods are mandatory by law
pursuant to Section 438 (1.2) BGB, Section 479 (1) BGB and Section 634a
(1) BGB [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch; German Civil Code] If, despite of all
due care taken, the delivered product should have a defect, which already
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existed at the time of the transfer of risk, it shall be at our discretion to
either repair the product or to deliver a replacement product, subject to
timely notification of defect.

The warranty obligation shall not apply if the notification of defect is not
asserted promptly, if the purchaser or third party has tampered with the
products, if the defect is the result of natural wear, was caused by
unfavorable operating conditions or is due to violations against our
operating regulations or against rules of good electrical engineering
practice, or if our request to return the defective object is not promptly
complied with.

Costs of support, maintenance, customization and product care

Please be advised that any subsequent improvement shall only be free of
charge if a defect is found. Any form of technical support, maintenance and
customization is not a warranty service, but instead shall be charged extra.

Additional guarantees

Although the hardware and software was developed and tested in-depth
with greatest care, Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH shall
not assume any guarantee for the suitability thereof for any purpose that
was not confirmed in writing. No guarantee can be granted whereby the
hardware and software satisfies your requirements, or the use of the
hardware and/or software is uninterruptable or the hardware and/or
software is fault-free.

It cannot be guaranteed that patents and/or ownership privileges have not
been infringed upon or violated or that the products are free from third-party
influence. No additional guarantees or promises shall be made as to
whether the product is market current, free from deficiency in title, or can be
integrated or is usable for specific purposes, unless such guarantees or
promises are required under existing law and cannot be restricted.

Confidentiality

The customer hereby expressly acknowledges that this document contains
trade secrets, information protected by copyright and other patent and
ownership privileges as well as any related rights of Hilscher Gesellschaft
für Systemautomation mbH. The customer agrees to treat as confidential all
of the information made available to customer by Hilscher Gesellschaft für
Systemautomation mbH and rights, which were disclosed by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH and that were made accessible as
well as the terms and conditions of this agreement itself.

The parties hereby agree to one another that the information that each
party receives from the other party respectively is and shall remain the
intellectual property of said other party, unless provided for otherwise in a
contractual agreement.

The customer must not allow any third party to become knowledgeable of
this expertise and shall only provide knowledge thereof to authorized users
as appropriate and necessary. Companies associated with the customer
shall not be deemed third parties. The customer must obligate authorized
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users to confidentiality. The customer should only use the confidential
information in connection with the performances specified in this
agreement.

The customer must not use this confidential information to his own
advantage or for his own purposes or rather to the advantage or for the
purpose of a third party, nor must it be used for commercial purposes and
this confidential information must only be used to the extent provided for in
this agreement or otherwise to the extent as expressly authorized by the
disclosing party in written form. The customer has the right, subject to the
obligation to confidentiality, to disclose the terms and conditions of this
agreement directly to his legal and financial consultants as would be
required for the customer's normal business operation.

Export provisions

The delivered product (including technical data) is subject to the legal
export and/or import laws as well as any associated regulations of various
countries, especially such laws applicable in Germany and in the United
States. The products / hardware / software must not be exported into such
countries for which export is prohibited under US American export control
laws and its supplementary provisions. You hereby agree to strictly follow
the regulations and to yourself be responsible for observing them. You are
hereby made aware that you may be required to obtain governmental
approval to export, reexport or import the product.

Terms and conditions

Please read the notes about additional legal aspects on our netIOT web
site under http://www.netiot.com/netiot/netiot-edge/terms-and-
conditions/.

1.3 Trademarks
Informix® is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA (referred to as IBM in the following).

All other brands mentioned are property of their relevant rights holder. Any
company names and product designations provided in this document may
be brands (company names or trademarks) of the corresponding owner
and may be protected under trademark or patent law.

1.4 License
The use of the Informix® TimeSeries Solution for the Edge Gateway
requires the following license:

NIOT-S-LIC-IFMX, Hilscher order no. 1350.040

This license can be obtained free of charge from Hilscher. After receiving
the license, you can transfer it via the License Manager described in the
user manual of the Edge Gateway.
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2 Extending sensor data acquisition with time series data
processing

2.1 What does time series data mean?
Informix® TimeSeries Solution is mainly based on an originally relational
database system by IBM, which has massively been optimized for
processing time-dependent information in form of time series data.

Time series data is defined in this context as a set of data
· where each item depends on time - Performance improvement in orders

of magnitude compared to the traditional relational approach for
handling temporal data.

· stamped and accessed in order by time
· and can be processed and analyzed in a temporal order.

Key strengths of the Informix® TimeSeries solution include the following.
· Up to 80% less storage compared to traditional relation approach.
· Performance improvement in orders of magnitude compared to a

traditional relational approach for handling temporal data.

2.2 Database-centric sensor data collection
The following figure explains how data is collected from the OT network on
two levels , then processed at the Edge Gateway and finally transferred to
the IT network. This entire process is denominated as database centric
sensor data collection with the Informix® Time Series solution is organized:

Figure 1: Database-centric sensor data collection
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In this context, distinguish two separate levels of data processing in the
Edge Gateway, namely the sensor / telemetry level and the topology level:

On topology level, topology information about the OT network is provided to
the IT network by the integrated Edge Server of the Edge Gateway. The
Edge Server can be accessed via OPC UA.

On sensor/ telemetry level, this is accomplished as follows:
· The pre-installed Node-RED nodes provide access to the OT network

(real time Ethernet) and its network devices.
· For accessing time series data within the Informix® Time Series

database, Node-RED also offers special nodes.
· Design appropriate Node-RED flows in order to analyze the incoming

data from the pre-installed Node-RED nodes and direct the result to an
MQTT output node

· The Informix® Time Series database can then receive sensor / telemetry
data by an integrated MQTT listener.

· Finally, Informix® will store the received data in the time series table
iot_data_ts of the database iot.

Access from the IT network to the stored time series data within Informix®

can then be accomplished via these four protocols:
· SQLI
· DRDA
· MQTT
· REST API (HTTP)

2.3 Sensor data stream analytic framework
As an optional next step, you can extend the netIOT Edge Gateway with
Informix® Time Series solution to create a sensor data stream analytic
framework. Such a framework is able to analyze incoming data from the OT
network instantly and to deliver the results of the analysis to the IT network
via MQTT.

The following figure illustrates the general structure of such a framework:

Informix | Operating instruction manual
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Figure 2: Sensor data stream analytic framework

In this context, you can use the Java based framework Edgent to develop
stream analytic applications running on the Edge Gateway easily. Edgent is
provided free of charge by the Apache Software Foundation (https://
edgent.apache.org/).

Seen from an architectural point of view, the Edgent-based Java application
is executed within a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) running on top of a
Docker container which in turn is executed on the Linux operation system
of the Edge Gateway.

Data processing works as follows:
· Incoming PROFINET data are acquired by a passivefieldbus node

and aggregated within Node-RED.
· The Node-RED flow forwards the aggregated sensor telemetry data to

MQTT.
· The Edgent-based application running in the Docker container reads

sensor data from the gateway MQTT broker, then it stores the values in
the database and finally it requests calculated values from the database
on the fly.

· The results may be published via the integrated MQTT broker as a new
topic, created by the Edgent application.

This example will be explained in depth within a separate document yet to
be published.
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2.4 The database architecture of a time series table
The following figure describes the organization of data within an Informix
time series table:

Figure 3: Database Architecture of the time series table

The figure explains how the time series data of table iot_data_ts within
database iot are stored with growing time. The example data is from an
application where both raw data (id=10) and processed (in this context:
filtered) data (id=50) from a sensor are stored.

The data are organized as follows:
· Each sensor corresponds to a single row in a timeseries table,
· For each row there is a sensor id (id) and a descriptor (desc).

· Timestamp and sensor data are stored within a JSON document
(readings).

· A JSON document can include more than one data point (e.g. id:50 ->
value and sequence).

· The name(s) of the data point can be defined freely.
· The timestamp must be the first column in the JSON document.

Below, see the appropriate definitions for row type iot_data_t and table
iot_data_ts:

Definition of row type
create row type iot_data_t(
ts datetime year to fraction(5),
reading BSON);

Table definition
create table iot_data_ts ( 
id INT8,
desc VARCHAR(128),
readings TIMESERIES(iot_data_t), 
PRIMARY KEY (id) )
lock mode row;

Informix | Operating instruction manual
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2.5 The GUI-based administration tool Informix HQ

2.5.1 Accessing the Informix HQ
The GUI-based administration tool Informix HQ can be accessed from the
Edge Gateway Manager via the tile Informix. This is described within the
next chapter, see section Starting the Informix HQ tool from the Edge
Gateway Manager [} page 18].

2.5.2 Brief overview
The GUI tool Informix HQ in detail offers the following functionality to
administer Informix® databases:
· Monitoring
· Recording and evaluating alerts
· Recording and evaluating incidents
· Configuration
· Performance supervision
· Storage optimization
· System information
· Access to all elements, rows, tables of the database through SQL
· SQL tracing
· Access to database logs
· Granting and revoking permissions

2.5.3 Using the SQL console
If you intend to access (i.e. view or change) single database items such as
rows or tables, the SQL console integrated within Informix HQ allows you to
do so in case you have been granted with the appropriate rights. The SQL
console is accessible through menu entry SQL in the menu at the left side
of the Informic HQ main window.

2.5.4 Important security remark for first-time installation
If you just have installed Informix on the Edge gateway and you enter
Informix HQ for the first time by clicking at the Informix tile, you can use the
following security information for login:

Username: admin

password: Admin1234

You then have the possibility to specify a new username and the
corresponding password (must be specified twice) in order to create a new
Informix database user.

Informix | Operating instruction manual
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Note:
Create a new user as proposed by Informix. Omitting the creation of
a new user will leave the Informix installation of the Edge Gateway
in a vulnerable state as every offender simply can get access via
username admin and the weak password Admin1234.

2.6 Accessing time-series data from Informix within Node-RED
When designing the data flows for your Edge Gateway, you might need to
access time-series data from the Informix database within Node-RED.

In order to accomplish access to Informix time-series data, we provide four
special Node-RED nodes:

These are the four time series nodes within Node-RED. You can find them
within the storage area of the node list on Node-REDs GUI:
1. The timeseries in node
2. The simple timeseries in node
3. The timeseries out node
4. The timeseries out post node

The timeseries in node

The TimeSeries input node provides the possibility to process incoming
time series data in Node-RED.
· This node performs the specified statistical aggregation on TimeSeries

data over a specified time range.
· The result is returned in msg.payload.

· Takes in a JSON object which specifies the row ID to aggregate on and
optionally the timestamp on which to start aggration. 
For example, if the unique key column is named "id" and we want to
aggregate on row with ID "eca86bf831dd.ZWnode3" we would pass in
the JSON: {id:"eca86bf831dd.ZWnode3"} and specify that the unique
key column is name "id" in the "Name of unique key field in incoming
JSON" field.

· This node provides the functionality of the TimeSeries AggregateBy()
function, see below.

· Configuration

Double click on the TimeSeries input node to open the node configuration.
The following configurations can be set for the input node.
Parameter Description
Server Specify the TimeSeries database server to connect to. Note that any server

configuration you make can be shared across any number of input or output
nodes.

Host Hostname of the database server.
Port Port must be the same used by the wire listener.
Database The name of the database to connect to.
Username (Only required if the server requires authentication)
Password (Only required if the server requires authentication)
Name (Optional label for this database connection.)

Informix | Operating instruction manual
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Parameter Description
Table The base TimeSeries table that has data you want to aggregate on.
TS Column The name of the table's TimeSeries column.
Fields to
aggregate

Select the field(s) to perform aggregation on and the type of aggregation you
want to do.

Table 3: Node configuration parameters of the TimeSeries input node

Press New Aggregation to add a new field. Select the new aggregation type
to perform and enter the field name. Dot notation is supported for JSON
values.

The following statistical aggregations are supported:
Avg Average
Sum Sum
Min Minimum
Max Maximum

Table 4: Statistical aggregations

There is no limit to the number of fields you can aggregate.

Note:
You can access the complete documentation of this node at https://
github.com/IBM-IoT/node-red-contrib-timeseries

The simple timeseries in node

This node is a simpler version of the TimeSeries aggregate node. Instead
of performing aggregation, this node simply selects all TimeSeries data
from one row in a TimeSeries table, between two configurable timestamps.

Parameter Description
Server Name identifying the TimeSeries database server to connect to.

Table The TimeSeries table to select data from.
Unique
Column

The name of the unique column by which the table is to be filtered. The name
of the column will also be used to find the unique key value in the incoming
JSON (msg.payload.<unique_column>).

ID
(Optional)

A unique value (i.e. unique ID of the sensor) used to filter the result. If an ID is
received through msg.payload, however, it will override this field.

TS Column Name of the column containing the TimeSeries data.
Select
between ...
and ... -

Specifies the time period to retrieve data from.
The end timestamp can be set to Now which will use the current date and
time, or it can be set to an absolute timestamp. The node will attempt to parse
any entered date/time string, and will immediately issue an error if something
is wrong.
The start timestamp is calculated based on the end timestamp.
Example 1: Select all data from 2018
Select between 12/31/2018 and 1 year(s) ago.

Example 2: Select data for the last 2 months
Select between Now and 2 month(s) ago.

Table 5: Node configuration parameters of the TimeSeries input node
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The node will also look for start and end timestamps (UNIX timestamps in
milliseconds) in the incoming JSON (msg.payload.start and
msg.payload.end). Both are optional, but, when available, they will override
the values configured in the node.

The timeseries out node

The TimeSeries output node writes outgoing time series data into the
Informix® time series database after having been processed within Node-
RED.

This node expects a JSON string from the incoming msg.payload as input
and then makes a POST call (REST API) to insert the contents of that
JSON string as a row into the TimeSeries database.

The new row is inserted into a virtual table (VTI) created from the base
table specified in the node configuration. The virtual table, which is given
the name <$BASE_TABLE_NAME>_v, is automatically created either on
node deployment or when Node-RED starts. For example, if you provide a
base TimeSeries table called sensortable, a virtual table called
sensortable_v will automatically be created.

Note:
You can access the complete documentation of this node at https://
github.com/IBM-IoT/node-red-contrib-timeseries.

The timeseries out post node

The TimeSeries output node writes outgoing time series data into the
Informix® time series database after having been processed within Node-
RED. It takes a JSON string from the incoming msg.payload as input and
issues a POST call (REST API) to insert that JSON into the TimeSeries
database as a row.
Parameter Description
Server The TimeSeries database server to connect to.
Table The table or collection into which the data is inserted.
Name An optional label identifying the node.

Table 6: Node configuration parameters of the TimeSeries out post node

Note:
You can access the complete documentation of this node at https://
github.com/IBM-IoT/node-red-contrib-timeseries
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3 Prerequisites and basic operation

3.1 Prerequisites for operation
In order to operate Informix on the Edge gateway, the following
prerequisites must be fulfilled:
1. Correct type of Edge Gateway

Informix TimeSeries Solution only runs on the Edge Gateway NIOT-E-
TIJCX-GB-RE (Edge Gateway “On-premise”).

2. License present
On that Edge Gateway, the license NIOT-S-LIC-IFMX must be present
as described in section License [} page 7].

3. Rights granted
The following rights must have been granted by the administrator of the
Edge Gateway:
– Informix HQ Server
– Informix DB Server

4. Services up
The following services are currently running on the Edge Gateway
(green icon within service list in Edge Gateway’s Control Panel):
– NodeRED service
– Informix HQ service
– Informix DB service

Informix | Operating instruction manual
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3.2 Displaying the service list
In order to configure the Informix HQ service, first you need to display the
service list. To do so, proceed as follows:
Ø Open the Edge Gateway Manager within a web browser window

(Firefox®, Google Chrome® or Internet Explorer®, for instance) as
described in the Edge Gateway documentation in chapter “Edge
Gateway Manager”.

Ê The Edge Gateway Manager is displayed.

Figure 4: Edge Gateway Manager

Ø Within the Edge Gateway Manager, click at the tile Control Panel.

Ê The Control Panel is displayed.

Ø Within the Control Panel , select the menu entry Services > Service
list.

Ê The list of services currently running on the Edge Gateway is displayed.
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Figure 5: Service List of Edge Gateway running Informix®

3.3 Requirements check for Informix Time Series solution
In order to check whether the requirements for Informix® Time Series
solution are fulfilled, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ø Check for status „running“ at the Informix DB service.

If using the Informix HQ tool: Check for status „running“ at the Informix HQ
service.
Ø If using Node-RED: Check for status „running“ at the Node-RED

service.

In any case, status “running” is indicated by green icons on the left side.
However, if the icon left of a service is yellow, the respective service has
been stopped and first needs to be started, before working with Informix®

Time Series solution.

3.4 Starting the Informix HQ tool from the Edge Gateway
Manager

In order to start the Informix® HQ tool, proceed as follows:
Ø Open the Edge Gateway Manager within a web browser window

(Firefox®, Google Chrome® or Internet Explorer®, for instance) as
described in the Edge Gateway documentation in chapter “Edge
Gateway Manager”.

Ê The Edge Gateway Manager is displayed.
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Figure 6: Edge Gateway Manager

Ø Within the Edge Gateway Manager, click at the tile Informix.

Figure 7: Informix HQ tile

Ê The intro screen of the tool Informix HQ is displayed.

Figure 8: InformixHQ_Intro

Ø To work with Informix HQ, specify your Informix username and
password in this screen, also see Important security remark for first-time
installation [} page 12].
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4 Configuring Informix HQ Server
This chapter describes how to configure the Informix HQ service on the
Edge Gateway.

4.1 Accessing service status information
In order to check for the service status information, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ø Check for a green icon at the Informix HQ service. If this icon appears,

the Informix HQ service is running.

4.2 Service start/stop

Figure 9: Service List - Informix HQ Server

In order to start the Informix HQ service, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ê The service list is displayed in your web browser window.
Ø Click at Start.
Ê A confirmation prompt appears.
Ø Answer with Yes.
Ê Right of Operating status, the text Stopped is replaced by Running. The

color of the icon of the Informix HQ Server changes from yellow to
green.

ð This indicates that the service is running.

In order to stop the Informix HQ service, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ê The service list is displayed in your browser window.
Ø Click at Stop.
Ê A confirmation prompt appears.
Ø Answer with Yes.
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Ê Right of Operating status, the text Runningis replaced by
StoppedStopped. The color of the icon of the Informix HQ Server
changes from green to yellow.

This indicates that the service has been stopped.

4.3 Autostart enable/disable
In order to enable the automatic start of the Informix HQ service after the
Edge Gateway is booting its operating system, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ê The service list is displayed in your web browser window.
Ø Click at the enabled checkbox right of Autostart.
Ø Click at the Apply button right of Autostart.
Ê A confirmation prompt appears.
Ø Answer with Yes.
Ê The look of the icon of the Informix HQ Server changes. It now contains

a white symbol.
ð This indicates that the autostart for that service has been activated.

In order to disable the automatic start of the Informix HQ service after the
Edge Gateway is booting its operating system, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ê The service list is displayed in your web browser window.
Ø Click at the disabled checkbox right of Autostart.
Ø Click at the Apply button right of Autostart.
Ê A confirmation prompt appears.
Ø Answer with Yes.
Ê The look of the icon of the Informix HQ Server changes. It no longer

contains a white symbol.
ð This indicates that the autostart for that service has been activated.
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5 Configuring Informix DB Server
This chapter describes how to configure the Informix DB service on the
Edge Gateway.

5.1 Accessing service status information
In order to check for the service status information, perform these steps:
Ø Display the service list as described in section Displaying the service

list [} page 17].
Ø Check for a green icon at the Informix DB service. If this icon appears,

the Informix DB service is running.

5.2 Services provided by Informix DB Server
If you click at the entry Informix DB Server within the service list, the
services and settings of Informix DB Server are displayed. The figure
below shows the upper part of the display containing the displays and
controls concerning services:

Figure 10: Service List - Informix DB Server
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The following controls and displays are provided:

Group Parameter Description
InformixDB Server Operating status (1) Displays the operating status (stopped / running)

Start/stop (2) Starts/stops the InformixDB Server
Autostart (3) Activates/(4) deactivates the autostart option (default is disabled)
Data retention time (5) (6) Configuration of the round robin storage time (default = 45

days).
MQTT Listener Service Operating status (7) Displays the operating status (stopped / running)

Start/stop (8) Starts/stops the MQTT Listener Service (Necessary prerequisite:
the Informix DB service has been started successfully)

Autostart (9) Activates/(10) deactivates the autostart option (default is disabled)
MQTT SSL Listener
Service

Operating status (11) Displays the operating status (stopped / running)
Start/stop (12) Starts/stops the MQTT SSL Listener Service (Necessary

prerequisite: the Informix DB service has been started successfully)
Autostart (13) Activates/(14) deactivates the autostart option (default is

disabled)
REST Listener Service Operating status (15) Displays the operating status (stopped / running)

Start/stop (16) Starts/stops the REST Listener Service (Necessary prerequisite:
the Informix DB service has been started successfully)

Autostart (17) Activates/(18) deactivates the autostart option (default is
disabled)

REST SSL Listener
Service

Operating status (19) Displays the operating status (stopped / running)
Start/stop (20) Starts/stops the REST SSL Listener Service (Necessary

prerequisite: the Informix DB service has been started successfully)
Autostart (21) Activates/(22) deactivates the autostart option (default is

disabled)
License status License status (23) Checks availability of license and date of expiration.
Save all settings Save all settings (24) Saves all settings made in this screen.

Table 7: Controls and displays provided by InformixDB Server

Starting and stopping the services described within this table can be
accomplished quite similarly to the Informix HQ service using the respective
Start and Stop buttons (see section Service start/stop [} page 20]). In
addition, enabling and disabling autostart for the five services has been
implemented in a similar way as for the Informix HQ service (see Autostart
enable/disable [} page 21]).
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5.3 Informix DB Server settings
The figure below shows the lower part of the display containing the displays
and controls concerning Informix DB Server settings:

Figure 11: Service List - Informix DB Server 2

As described above in sections Database-centric sensor data
collection [} page 8] and Sensor data stream analytic framework [} page 9],
Informix provides four main protocols for the IT network to communicate
with the Informix database, namely:
· SQLI
· DRDA
· MQTT
· REST API

For each of these protocols, you can specify a corresponding parameter for
port configuration within the Informix DB Server settings here, see the
following table:
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Group Parameter Description Checkbox for
external access

InformixDB Server
Settings

Port for SQLI without
SSL encryption

(25) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via SQLI without SSL encryption
Default port for SQLI without SSL encryption: 9088

(26)

Port for SQLI with
additional SSL
encryption

(27) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via SQLI with additional SSL encryption
Default port for SQLI with additional SSL encryption:
9089

(28)

Port for DRDA
without SSL
encryption

(29) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via DRDA without SSL encryption
Default port for DRDA without SSL encryption: 9090

(30)

Port for DRDA with
additional SSL
encryption

(31) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via DRDA with additional SSL encryption
Default port for DRDA with additional SSL
encryption: 9091

(32)

MQTT Listener
Settings

Port (33) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via MQTT without SSL encryption
Default port MQTT: 9092

(34)

MQTT SSL Listener
Settings

Port (35) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via MQTT with additional SSL encryption
Default port MQTT with SSL: 9093

(36)

REST Listener
Settings

Port (37) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via REST API without SSL encryption
Default port HTTP: 9094

(38)

REST SSL Listener
Settings

Port (40) Port configuration for communication with the IT
network via REST API with additional SSL encryption
Default port HTTPS: 9095

(41)

Table 8: Settings of InformixDB Server

External access (from Docker and from LAN)

For each port, external access can be enabled or disabled. To do so, use
the checkboxes mentioned in the right column of the table above. The
default is: disabled.

In this context, enabled external access means that access is allowed from
Docker or from LAN.

Activation of Enhanced REST API functionality including SQL pass-
through

If you intend to activate the Enhanced REST API functionality including
SQL pass-through:
Ø Check Expert mode/SQL pass-through in the line of the REST

Listener Service (39) or the REST SSL Listener Service (42),
respectively.

By default, this option is disabled.
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6 Troubleshooting

6.1 Restoring initial tables
After a restart of Informix, some tables (such as iot_data_ts,
iot_data_v) might remain inaccessible. In this case, proceed as follows
in order to restore the initial table definitions:
Ø Open the SQL Console of the tool InformixHQ.
Ø Select database iot there.
Ø Enter the command line show tables there.
ð A listing of table, container or row type definitions is displayed.
Ø If any tables, containers or row type definitions are missing in the listing,

execute the initialization script described below.

The following SQL script is executed each time the Informix database is
started. Execute this script within the SQL Console of the tool InformixHQ
in order to restore table, container and row type definitions if any of these is
not accessible.

Initialization script create_iot_db_v3.sql
--
-- Create a Sequence, just in case some automatic primary key
creation
-- might be required
--

CREATE SEQUENCE iot_data_seq
INCREMENT BY 1 START WITH 1;

--
-- Create the required row data types
--

create row type one_result_t (
ts datetime year to fraction(5),
value1 FLOAT);

create row type two_result_t (
ts datetime year to fraction(5),
value1 FLOAT,
value2 FLOAT);

create row type iot_data_t (
ts datetime year to fraction(5),
reading BSON);

--
-- Create a rolling window container to automatically delete data
older
-- than 45 days
--

execute procedure TSContainerCreate (
'iot_data_cont',
'rootdbs',
'iot_data_t',
2048,
2048,
'2018-11-01 00:00:00.00000'::datetime year to fraction(5), --
Timestamp when the rolling window container starts
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'day', -- Interval unit for the active partitions. Valid options are
'day', 'week', 'month' and 'year'
45, -- Number of active partitions
1, -- Number of dormant partitions. The oldest active partition
becomes first dormant before its eventualley deleted
'rootdbs',
1, -- The required number of dormant partitions will be
automatically deleted.
2048,
2048);

--
-- Create the Informix time series base tables
--

create table iot_data_ts (
id INT8,
desc VARCHAR(128),
readings TIMESERIES(iot_data_t),
PRIMARY KEY (id) )
lock mode row;

--
-- Create the virtual table (relational) views based on the time
series
-- base tables. Those views doen't require any storage.
--

execute procedure TSCreateVirtualTab (
'iot_data_v',
'iot_data_ts',
'origin(2018-11-01
00:00:00.00000),calendar(ts_1min),container(iot_data_cont),threshold
(0),irregular',0,'readings');

--
-- Use DIRTY READ and SET LOCK MODE TO WAIT by a public.sysdbopen()
procedure.
-- Anything else and it is quite likely that locking errors will be
encountered.
-- One point of contention will be at the container level, inserting
into the same
-- container is just like inserting into the same partition of a
regular table - we
-- have to lock parts of the btree that is used to organise the
container, even if the
-- sessions are inserting into different TimeSeries.
--

CREATE PROCEDURE IF NOT EXISTS public.sysdbopen()
SET ISOLATION TO DIRTY READ;
SET LOCK MODE TO WAIT;
END PROCEDURE;
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7 Further information
For additional information on Informix Time Series Solution on the Edge
Gateway, refer to the following links:
1. FAQ netIOT Edge Gateway

https://kb.hilscher.com/x/yOmTAg
2. Informix documentation

http://publibfp.dhe.ibm.com/epubs/pdf/c2745357.pdf
3. Informix Time Series Data User‘s Guide

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSGU8G_12.1.0/
com.ibm.tms.doc/tms.htm

4. For developers
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/techarticle/
dm-1203timeseries/

5. Information on Edgent framework
https://edgent.apache.org/
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